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Kumar et al. (1975) have presented a localization criterion for

disordered systems which seems to us elegant. In this model, the localization

for weakly disordered systems in the case of a Cayl«y tree is studied. The

overlap between the localized state | $> and the s i te wave function | i >

of energy c, is eraluated

(1)

LOCALIZATION OH WEAKLY DISORDERED CAYLEY TREE •

Here S.(E) represents the self energy of the diagonal element of the Green

function in the configuration space

(2)

For a Cayley tree the self energy is given by
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ABSTRACT

The local iza t ion model of Kumar et a l . i s c r i t i c a l l y re-examined for

the approximation y * 0, which describes weak disorder. By using an improved

method of approximation, we have studied the displacement of the hand and the

mobility edges and compared the resu l t s of Kumar e t a l . and Abou-Chacra e t a l .

in the l igh t of the present approximation.
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The mobility edge is characterized by the energy where ri

infinite vith probability unity. This is given by

dSi(E)

(3)

becomes

Kumar et al. (1975) look for a self-consistent method, they find a probability

distribution for y^ which when used in (It) will generate the same probability

distribution for y. .

The mobility edge given by Kumar et al. is then

(5)

(for y + 0)

where E? « 2 </k V Is the band edge for an ordered Cayley tree. We can make

two criticisms of this model (Eqs.f?) to (10) of their paper). The approximation

used is equivalent to a delta distribution which Is mathematically not accurate

enough. Also physically this assumption leads to the description of an

ordered system.
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From their criterion of localization they get a general non-linear

integral equation

For a Cauchy distribution of site energies of width y

V/x

-iK

(6)

(7)

the distribution P (x + E) i s given by

(8)

where y is the most probable self-energy value and r the width of i t s

distribution such that

- jx -XX ->i
(9)

For sufficiently small disorder y , we shall take P (u) to be a stable

distribution (see Gnedenko and Kalmogorov 195^ and Moran 1969)t as used in

Kumar et a l . (1975). The general form is

?y (u) - f- cu
COS

TTX

vith a > 0 and 0 < a < 1.

Substitution of (10) in (6) gives

f
where
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(10)

(11)

* • • * •* *?

-1

We now consider a limited expansion of f{x) to the first order

around the most probable value 6 of x, i.e.

u (13)

After integration ve get

We must make the coefficient "a" infinite, this is done by using a series

expansion of the exponentials and comparing the coefficients.

To first order ve obtain

(15)

This i terat ive form may be treated by considering an approximation to the zero

order for f(x)

vith

Z- p = (16)

VRV + (17)
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Combining (l6) ana (9) we get a solution for the mobility edge

(18)

1

where E. = w V [b(y) + b~ (y)] is the approximate band edge. According to

the y values, we can get two distinct domains in which approximate solutions

for E can be found.

For very weak disorder (y ~ 0, 001 /̂̂ ^ V),

2fl V b(y),sn analytic form for Ec would be

E, i s near

(19)

When T < 0.U ^ V one can identify the real parts of (9) and combining i t

with (16), we get the mobility edge

(20)

with

r-A

In Fig.l we have plotted the mobility and the band edges as functions of

disorder. We have also plotted for comparison the curve obtained by

Kumar et a l . (1975).

In the calculation of the Kumar et aX\ model, the mobility edge moves

inwards when y increases from zero (relation (5)V We obtain this result

when y is indeed very weak (relation (19))- This particular behaviour of

the mobility edge is presumably related to the nature of disorder we have

considered, i . e . long t a i l of the Cauchy probability distr ibution.

When y increases further the amall excursion Inside the band decreases

and the mobilty edges moves quickly and continuously outside the 'band, in

agreement vith Abou-Chacrs, et a l . (1973) and Abou-Chacra and Thoulesa (iSlk) .

We can estimate the range of validity of the results for y < 0.4 iff V (It ViT V

is the to ta l unperturbed width of the hand).

We then get in our model a nobility edge behaviour analogous to that

of Abou-Chacra and Thouless (197^). Nevertheless we must be careful in making

the comparison because the domains of validity of these models are different.

The behaviour of the mobility edge of this model seems qualitatively

quite different from that found by Economou and Cohen (1972).
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Mobility edge (d) and 'jand edge (c) as a function of the

degree of disorder. (in */k V units). We have also plotted

the results we have obtained (a), and those of Kumar et al.

(b) for very small disorder.
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